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The editor I'have quoted, says that Why then should it not be extended art, and they have- done so. 1 have
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regardless of his own distinguished We want you to give us twenty five the victim. A man with a grievance
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The funny thing about it is, that care most for the manner of the doing,
Sociafam vu Individualism.
Professor Howard's remarks to his the winners do give while living and critics to whom all activity is superclass were in the form of an apology dying, leave their money to support fluous, and all incident meretricious,
to the French tyrants of the Revolu- these professors who teach the bless- approve in their youth psychological
tion for having condemned them in ings of free speech when exclusively questions and answers, which to the
his lectures in view of the dismissal practised by members of the faculty.
plain reader are dull. Shakspere was
If Market street asked for the dis- sure of the fascination of a stirring
of Dr. Ross from Stanford university.
missal of Dr. Ross :t is not singular, tale of adventure by land and sea.
Professor Howard said his object-wato impress upon his students the su- though it has not been demonstrated. The most beautiful and richest wopreme value of justice, independence, Market street and the Stanford estate man in Venice fell in love with a
and a close aberence to the vital prin- have been patient and dumb for many blackamoor because of the moving
power of a brave heart and strong
ciples of American liberty. "As for years.
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system of' wages and unlimited per- Market Street" and used against the lords and ladies, and in the most civilsonal liberty in amassing wealth professors who are teaching the youth ized centers of the world stories still
wrong. He has stated that no return of the country doctrines which they charm savage and cultured. Mere inof a whole fortune to educational or sincerely believe to be true, but cident is as wearisome as laboratory
charitable institutions excuses the which, if put in practice, will break' dissection of a subject we do not care
wrong to humanity committed in as- up the game, which has been played about. Anthony Hope has heretofore
semblings fortune in one man's coffers. now for lo, four thousand years.
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thousands of young men saturated
Mr. Cleveland said in his speech at but brilliant and spasmodically majeswith socialism and inoculated with
convictions tbatevery successful man the Holland Society dinner: "Our tic; let Y be a woman with whom X is
country will never be the same again; in love, let Y be good and' extraordiis a pirate, that Wall street and
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and Y are muscled, veined and embodied as palpably as Quisante am
his love. If Anthony Hope had lx
gun so, he could not have acquired

the reputation by whose might and
income he is now enabled to write for
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The Uses of Civilization.
pupils ponder comThe
prehensive questions. Comparing what
they know by hearsay and reading t f
primitive man and modern barbarian
groups the Lincoln
pupiN
were asked recently to enumerate tin
uses of civilization.
Offhand and
without previously consulting the en
cyclopedia mine, the average man
would hesitate to categorically and in
the order of their importance, transcribe the uses of civilization. To get
the large and general things first and
the comparatively trifling items last
makes a large draft on our powers of
classification. Doubtless the pupiN
of the
responded satisfactorily to the question. Abruptly investigated on such a comprehensive
subject the average adult, if required
to answer would quake. Yet the
smooth, immortal brow of youth N
scarcely corrugated by puzzles more
difficult than this.
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A Rudder Wanted.
suggested that the Nebraska State Journal holds the key to
the senatorial situation. That part
organ issues two editions morning
and evening.
The morning issue
opposes the candidacy of Mr. Thompson and in so far as it can without
leaving a trail, marches with the
forces. The evening
issue advocates the election of
Mr. Thompson. It is now by the
use of disinfectants preparing the
way for a coup by which its preferred
candidate shall secure the senatorial
toga by a combination of republican
and fusion votes. It is not suspected
that the "business interests of the
Journal company suffers from these
diverse positions. Quite the con-
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trary. However, in the interests of
the public business which is suffering,
the editorial and reportorial forces of
the morning and evening editions of
the Journal should agree upon a cau
cus under such rules as may be satisfactory to themselves, rather than to
the Thompson and
forces. Those not satisfied with the
result of the caucus can be assigned
to duty on the "hen" edition. What
the State Journal wants is a "steering committee."
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Mrs. Nation.

The love for notoriety lias so infected the race, that when a woman
smashes saloon fixtures and windows,
It is difficult to determine whether
she does it because she hates the
d
and desires to rescue the human
race from his power, or whether she
is tired of obscurity and longs foi
black headlines in the daily papers
which spell her name. No woman or
respecter of women can read of Mrs
Nation's conduct without shuddering
She goes about in Kansas smashing
saloons followed by a crowd of street
loafers and reporters. As Kansas is a
prohibition state the saloons arc outside the pale of the law and the
can not get redress. But
the prohibitionists havedeclarcd that
prohibition prohibits in Kansas. Mrs.
Nation has found saloons to smash
and prohibition orators can hereafter
be refuted by one of their own witrum-fien-

saloo-

n-keepers

nesses.
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